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Dr. Khaled Abou-Elfadl discussed the US perception of Islam and its relationship to democracy in 

the Muslim World, especially the Middle East.  He explained how the US upholds the thesis that 

considers Islam as irreconcilable with democracy or Western values unless it is radically revised 

or reformed.  Dr. Abou-Elfadl referred to the “reconstruction” of Islam by taking off its core 

theology, ethics, and morality which includes Jihad and khilafa (Caliphate).  During the previous 

administration, President Obama was very willing to accept the idea of the reconcilability of Islam 

and democracy. However, his senior advisors such as John Kerry and Chuck Hagel, along with 

the representatives from the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Saudi Arabia (SA), supported the 

opposite thesis—that Islam is inconsistent with any of these democratic values. Both shared 

skeptical perceptions of democracy’s applicability in the region, and accordingly were against the 

Arab Spring and additionally supported the military coup in Egypt against its first democratically 

elected president.   
 

Hagel, the former secretary of defense, went even further by believing in authoritarianism as the 

only solution for the Arab world to secure the US interests.  The Trump administration is also 

clear in its supporting such thesis that Islam and the Muslim world is not ready for democracy 

which is a “product of historical process exclusive for the West.” They accordingly claim that 

Islamism is inconsistent with democracy or even Western values in general. Apart from the 

xenophobic language prevailing in the US about how Muslims “hate the West” and are 

“dangerous to the identity of Europe and America,” Muslims have been viewed as a platform for 

economic opportunities and through the lens of cost-benefit analysis without consideration of 

ethics or actual ideology.  Additionally, the US maintains that Israel is the “only democracy” in 

the Middle East and by using this label seeks to justify a unique and unequal position for Israel in  
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the region.  Of course upon close examination none of these theses would stand scrutiny.  
 

But the US strategy is based on breeding and nourishing “proxy rulers,” who embrace the 

traditional hostility of the Right-wing Evangelical Christian groups as well as the Zionist 

movement toward any Islamist.  These religious fundamentalist movements ironically propose 

that the only type of Islam that is acceptable and consistent with “civilized” values is a secularized 

Islam that does not concern itself with its ethical core, and which must be emptied from concepts 

like justice, social compassion and even zakat (obligatory wealth tax) along with adopting an 

intense hostility to Islamists.   
 

Dr. Abou-Elfadl then shed light on the class of Muslim intellectuals, who hold the responsibility 

to deal with the questions about democracy and democratic values as a serious attempt to the 

rethinking of Islamic platforms.  However, these works were aborted when Trump came to power 

as the US based its strategy on its proxies to fully internalize Islamophobia.  Furthermore, he 

referred to two alternative forms of Islam considered by dictators as the ‘good Islam’ or the ‘good 

Muslim’ and thus accepted by the US and its policy to uphold its dictatorial allies in the region 

such as the UAE and Saudi Arabia. The first group is the Salafi, who believe that a Muslim should 

follow only the politics of obedience of the ruler regardless of whoever the ruler is.  In their 

theology, the ruler that is owed obedience is the ruler who holds the power of coercion and 

compulsion.  
 

This belief matches very well with the UAE and Saudi Arabia whose leaders are reluctant to 

enable democracy and thus lose power. It also suits the US policy interests as well despite being 

undemocratic, and seemingly in contradiction with the US professed values. The second group is 

a certain type of Sufism promoted by the UAE. Although both groups hate each other, they share 

the idea of absolute obedience and define the ruler as the only one who owns the power of 

coercion. Through their interpretation of the Seerah (biography of prophet Muhammad), they de-

emphasize Shura (consultation) and instead emphasize despotism in the history of Islam.  Finally, 

he concludes that the alliance of these groups with countries such as UAE, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, 

and Israel are considered a serious challenge to the rise of democracies in the Muslim world, 

especially the Middle East. The power holders in the US and these other Arab proxy regimes 

share this historical understanding of the relationship between Islam and democracy, i.e. that 

democracy in the Middle East is not reconcilable to their continued dictatorships.  
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